
 

 

The Wakamarina Track 

 

NORTHBANK MARLBOROUGH OR LINKWATER MARLBOROUGH   

EVALUATOR: Glen Richardson   

DATE: 7/3/2007   

PLACE EVALUATED: Wakamarina Track.   

LOCATION: Northbank Marlborough or Linkwater Marlborough.  

 

HOW TO GET THERE:  

From Blenheim drive towards Nelson on SH6. After crossing the wairau river turn up the Northbank  

road and then carry onto the Onamalutu Domain. Continue on forestry road up large hill to  

Wakamarina carparkTopo map O28.  

  

ACCESS: Public and Forestry land from Onamalutu Domain then onto D.O.C land.   

CONTACT: NIL   

GRADE: Hard crank   

SKILL: The climbs are generally able to be ridden, the downhill on the Wakamarina side is technical.   

LENGTH: Approximately 30kms   

TRAVEL TIMES (estimate): 4  7 hours from the carpark to the Trout Hotel (for a well earned Beer!)   

SURFACE: A mix of rocks tree roots and dirt.  

  

FEATURES:   

70 zig zags on the descent this descent rocks! Pub for food and drinks at the end. River Swimming.  

Tramping hut and camping sites.  

The road from Butchers flat to the trout Hotel is a pleasant back country road giving views of the  

surrounding forestry and farm land.  

The Wakamarina camping ground is about half way along the road to the Trout hotel.  

This river is still panned for Gold if you are that way inclined.  

  

HAZARDS: If you hurt yourself badly you are at least a 2 hour walk from help. Avoid the track if its wet.   

CARRY: Carry a 1st Aid Kit and water. Carry lots of food and spares don't forget the camera.   

POINTS INTEREST: The Wakamarina river is great for swimming in the summer and a great way to  

cool down after the crossing. Even better the Trout Hotel has cool beers and food available.  

  

RIDE NOTES:  

This track is by far one of the most technical XC long rides in Marlborough.  

The route consists of a 600m climb through native bush (add on 400m if you start from the Onamalutu  

Domain).  

This first climb is 99% rideable for most people.  

The track then descends about 300m over rough tree roots and rocks, before climbing another 300m.  

The majority of this next climb is not rideable, enjoy the push.  



Once at the top let the good times roll on the descent. The track continues its rough 800m descent with  

squillions of switch backs. You will know you have reached the bottom when you meet an intersection which leads to a 
hut.  

The track then siddles downstream through about a ½ dozen small climbs, before ending up at the  

final carpark at Butchers Flat Wakamarina.  

Then travel along the undulating gravel and sealed road from the Butchers Flat carpark to the Trout  

hotel on SH6. Get an Ice Cream a feed or a cold beer at the pub.  

  

TIPS: Avoid if the area is wet.  

Don't ride this from the Wakamarina end.  

If you want a smaller nontechnical ride, just ride to Fosters Clearing and return.  

Avoid doing it by yourself for safety reasons.  

  

The return ride from the Trout Hotel to Butchers flat is a great ride for the support crew, wishing to  

meet the XC maniacs doing the whole ride from the North bank over the hill. 


